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{MOi-eheiad'State-ba~ s~O~g in most
.buildings, sparking debate over rights ·
Associated Press
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead
State University has banned smoking in all campus buildings except
student residences instead of creating designated smoking areas that·
the school president conSidered too_
. expensive.
The ban sparked a heated debate·
aniorig student leaders Wednesday;.
· with one student calling the move
an infringement of smokers' rights.
College President Ronald Eaglin,
who addressed the Student Government Association meeting, estimated it would cost the school $100,000
to create designated smoking areas
and install ventilation to comply
with new state regulations.

· He said there was either not
enough room in buildings for desig•
nated smoking areas or not enough
money to install the ventilation.
Eaglin acknowledged that the
ban, . which extends to professors'
private offices, has not been warmly

received.
"I've got faculty who are j~
irate," he said.
Gov. Brereton Jones issued an order in January to limit smoking. in
state-owned buildings. He s_aid
smoking could be allowed in desl~nated areas "if such areas are feast•
ble."
Eaglin said faculty members will
be alfowed to smoke in their offices
only if they pay the estimated $1,000
cost of installing exhaust fans.
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IS1llokers burn
over MSU's··ban
By JIM ROBINSON

The inclusion of the Mron Doran ·
University Center in the ban drew ·
the most criticism from smokers at· •
the student government meeting. ·
"I think it's an infringement upon
our rights," said Crystal Hatfield, a
23-year-old student from Morehead ..
"I know about passive smoke, but •
in a building this large, I don't think
it's going. to hurt."
."It defies my rights as a human · .
be_ing," said Tllll Stuart, a 44-yearold Junior from Flemingsburg.
.
"f have rights as a· human being.·
too,"· shot back Tammie Hetzer, a
20-year-old junior from Ashland.
"Secondhand smoke causes lung ..
cancer. It's a proven fact. On behalf
of all non-smokers, I salute what
they've done."

"I think it's an infringement
upon Olll' rights," said Crystal·
~atfield, a 23-year-old journalism student from Morehead
who snuffed out her cigarette
after being informed of the
ban as she waited for the
meeting to begin,
"I know about passive
smoke, but in a building this
large, I don't think it's going
to hurt."
·
"It defies mv rights as a

The ban extends even to professors' private offices. Eaglin
acknowledged it has not been
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of psychology who said he
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"We'll not commit university
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the ventilation that would be
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"I
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this morning.
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~ Colleges wage bidding war for

minorities

By FOX BUTIERFIEW
., New York Times News Service

to attract black studeri~~ is tant_a- for example, now•offers to pay for aware of criticism from Ivy League
mount "to buying them.
campus visits by ~lack students, as administrators that they are "buyWhat is dri~g this new c~mpeti- it long has for athletes and aca- ing" minority students.
GeoiJe Watson is a high s~hool tion, college official~ agr_eeWI,IS sup- demic superst~. 'Karl Furstenberg,
But Jack Blackbum, the dean of
senior m great demand. Mo_re than ply and demand.. S31d Eric dm~r,. Dartmouth's· dean. of. admissions admissions at the University of Vrr100 colleges have flooded him with dean of admiss10ns and financial. and financial' aid . called the paid ginla, said his school's award prounsolicited application materll!I, fill- aid at Brown University, "A grow-\• visits "more cotrtlortabie• ethically gram simply recognizes the achieveing two crates In his South Oran~e, , ing number of. coll~ges have come than financial biddil\l:," ···.
ments of blacks. Besides, he said,
N. J,, house. Some offer~ ~o wmve I to want more diversity, ~r to b?, perFurstenberg'tielieves tbat In addi- "We've been giving athletic scholarLEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., MONDAY, MARCH 1, 1993
their n?rmal. $35 application fee. , ceived as being ,:nore diverse.
tlon to the lnstitutloliS that acknowl- ships for some time as well."
O~e ln~ted him for an ~J_1SesAl th~ same, lime, the supply of; edge having,inerit scholarships for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
paid V1S1t. Another. promJSed him .a acadenncally gifted black stude.1!15 blacks, a number of either colleges
$20,000 scholarship, althou~ his remains small, college offici s quietly bend their ·finaiicial-aid
parents own a successful busme!\s.
agree. In 1992, only 1 per~nt of an l!Uidelines for black stlidents. Many
Last week Harvard U!1iversity black high school students, or l,493 do this b · offering them extra mon'!11)t~ t~ say It ha_d waived its Jan. l .people, scored 600 or .above, out of ey in the ~orm of grants which need
apphcahon deadline for Watson, so
-------:
·
•
h than•
••
igher education in Ken- regional university or $1,960 at the
be could still apply When he called
, .
. · . • . . not tie_rep31d, _i:at _er .. requJrmg
tucky's public commuto check, a woma~ in the admls- a possible 800, on the verbal part of them to take jobs or lolll!S as part of
larger universities quite a buy.
slons office said she knew nothing· \ the Scholastic Aptitude Test, ac'. , their-schohJrShip ·p_aclplges, he said.
nity colleges and fmiWe recognize, however, that
about the change, until be identified cording to the College Board. Only . :. Severa!, black stu~ents told Harversities
is
a
bargain,
students
from poor families need
himself as a black student. . : . . . 2 percent, or 3,404 people, s~red , vard, whl.ch Jast year e~ll~ only
even
with
recent
tuition
increases.
help.
Colleges
must spend less on
Watson who has a 'B' average I 600 or above on the math portion. 94 of. #i,e 172 .bl_ack seruors 1t had
and .score'd 690 out of 800 in malh That compares with 8 percent of · admitted, _that they had received
bricks and mortar and concentrate
For full-time undergraduates
on the Scholastic Aptitude Test, is white students, or 55,224, who scholars!i!ps .- some of them full
on programs that provide needy
who are Kentucky residents, com·among the beneficiaries of a rapidly scored over 600 on the verbal por- . schob1rshlps - at othe_r colleges,
students help.
munity college tuition rose $70 a
escalating bidding war by ll1lllzy' of tion and 19 percent of whites, or even though they had family insemester.
It
went
up
$80
a
semester
-The (Covington)
the nation's top colleges for aca- 132,846, who scored that high on comes above $150,000 a year, norat regional schools, and $140 at the
demically talented black students.
the math portion.
.
malty making them ineligible for fl.
Kentucky Post
With more colleges pursuing raTop colleges normally reQUJre a nancial aid.
University of Kentucky and the
cial diversity with greater zeal \n re- score of at least 600 on each of
Officials at the colleges that give
University of Louisville.
cent years, and with a very ·small these tests. But many educators be- merit scholarships to blacks are
Students in many states would
pool of black students who have lieve that standardized tests like the
achieved academic excellence, some SAT discriminate against minorities
find
annual tuition of $1,500 at a
colleges have begun recruiting because they are culturally biased. THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1993
black students the way they have · Many colleges advise black applilong sought star athletes, witlt spe- cants that their SAT scores will be
clal financial aid, free campus visits given less weight in determining adand aggressive. promotionill tactics. mission than they are for white ap. As a re~ a number of college plicants Widmer said, . .
officials privatelv accuse each other
Amo.;g ·.prestigious institutions
of "stealing'' bl~ck students. And that acknowledge . having merit
there l1fll growmg concerns that . scholarships
blacks are the Uni• Associated Press
12:30 a.m, shooting in a corridor o
some bladt stud~n~s from affluent verslty. 0orf 1V'u'glnia, Duke Uajversity,'
Young Hall.
.
families are rece1vmg _sch~larship~ Wasl)mgton Unfyersity .in l?t,· Louis:
FRANKFORT, Ky. -A Kentucky
The victim, Iben Childs, 19, of In- '
beyond what ~ede!'81 gwdelines g~v- and Rice University. in Houston.
State University student was dian,apolis, .was in fair condition
~ming fi';'ancial wd suf'lest, depnv- . ,A number of colleges have begun charged with first-degree assault yesterday at the, University of Kenl)!g needier students o help.
using other techniques to try to at- yesterday after the early morning tucky's AB. Chandler Medical Cen; Fred Harged~n, the de~ of ad- tract to black students. Dartmouth shooting of a fellow student in a ter.
tillsslon at Princeton .Uruvendty,
P. ·
' dormitory.
Givens said police don't know
said the increasing use of fit)ancial
State police Detective Russell.Giv- why the shooting happened.
·
ald and other monet111Y Incentives
ens said Carl Baldon, 18, of LouisBaldon was in the Franklin Counville was arrested shortly after the ty jail on $25,000 full cash bond,

Tuition is· still a bargain
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Clinton's national service plan
is pi'lot for college -aid program ~
Associated Press

"national service is an idea as old

WASIIlNGTON
The
national service program President
Clinton· plans to unveil today is a
pilot for his ambitious college aid
·initiative, designed to offer a modest 1,000 slots this summer but
expand to as many as 150,000 in
five years.
Under the program, students
could perform national service right
after high school and then borrow
for college, .or borrow first and pay
the loans off with one year of
service for every two years of
assistance.
·
In advance of his visit today to
Rutgers University in New Jersey to
promote the program, Clinton tried
to rally supPQrt both in his Saturday radio address and in an essay
published yesterday in The New
York Times.
"It's a plan to invest in our
country's future, a call to action and
to resPQnsibility that will involve
one of our most precious national
resources, our young people," Clinton said in the radio speech.
In the newspaper, Clinton said

as America."
The president's economic stimulus plan includes $15 million in seed
money for the program, designed
for 1,000 to 2,000 service slots this
summer.
In the budget he will submit in
April, Clinton will proPQSe $98 million for the program in fiscal 1994,
which begins in October. Most of
that would be used to establish an
agency to oversee the program,
develop eligibility standards and
begin the first service initiatives.
Then, Clinton proPQSes spending $1 billion in fiscal 1995, $1.9
billion the next year, $3 billion in
fiscal 1997 and $3.4 billion in fiscal
1998, which begins Oct. 1, 1997.
Administration officials said the
$1 billion in 1995 would pay for
roughly 50,000 slots in the program,
at a cost of $18,000 to $20,000 a
student. Participants would receive
small stipends for such community
service as helping in drug and
health clinics, public schools and on
PQlice community patrols.
In his newspaper article, Clinton

envisioned 100,000 slots in fiscal
1997, but advisers have said the
· number could be somewhat lower
or as high as 150,000 depending on
the ratio of students who choose to
do their service before attending
college to those who choose to do it
after. .
The program was a centerpiece
of Clinton's campaign, a favorite of
lower-income and middle-class voters increasingly squeezed by skyrocketing college costs. Clinton
modeled it on work done by the
Democratic Leadership Council, the
centrist group he headed for a year
before entering the presidential
race.
As it expands, the program
would allow students who choose
not to enter national service to
borrow from a government trust
fund and pay the loan back through
payroll deductions taken at tax
time.
Although the concept of
national service is widely praised,
some critics do not think the government should try to force service
on _youth in return for college aid.
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UK trustees revise 5-year plan,. -.,
approve-- --new faculty~worldoad
policy;
----- -·--- ------ ·- . .

-·------

...

. -··

-·--. -

By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer·

LEXINGTON, Ky. - -Recruiting
better students, maintaining competitive faculty salaries, and raising
more- money from private sources
are among the goals in a revised
five-year plan adopted yesterday by
the University of Kentucky board of
trustees.
The trustees also approved a new
faculty workload policy that out-·
lines expectations for UK professors
in teaching, research and public
service activities.
-.
·
The updated plan outlines a variety of goals that President Charles
Wethington said UK hopes to reach
by 1998. Calling it UK's vision for
the future, Wethington told the
trustees that each UK college will
also develop goals that conform
with the overall plan.
The plan calls for raising the
average entrance-test scores for UK
, students on the American College
Test from this year's average of 24.3
to 25 within five ·years. (A perfect
ACT score is 36.) · .
The plan also calls for increasing
the .$2.9 million earmarked for merit scholarship~ to $4 million.
Wethington said faculty salaries,

....

'

..

.

which averaged $50,602 this year, include increasing enrollments irom_
have slipped recentl¥ and are about 48,000 to 58,500.
. · '""·
96 percent of the average at compa- · 'lbe workload policy doesn't rerab!e schools in surrounding states. quire faculty members. to work a
Staff salaries are about 90 percent certain number of hours per week.
of the average in the local market- Noting _that most UK professors diplace, he said.
. · .' ·
"vide their time among teaching, reUK would also upgrade its advis- search and public service, it basicaling system by creating a separate ly allows department chairmen and
office for undeclared majors, trans- deans to work out a division· of lafer students and others needing ·bor for- ·faculty members among.
help. And •the percentage of full-· ,. these responsibilities. But it states .
time faculty teaching freshmen and that the ·"standard" workload for
sophomores would rise fro!D 40_ per- someone who only teaches is 12 .uncent to 50 percent
• . dergraduate credit hours per seJJ1esAt the graduate level, the plan ter, or generally four courses. Pr<r.
projects an enrollment of 5,500 stu- fessof!l involved in research, public.·
dents, up from about 5,000, with the service or both may teach less. But.
number of doctoral students in- eveiyone should carry a, workload
creasing from 1,600 now to 1,850. . equivalent to the time . spent by :
· Other goals included. increasing someone teaching four courses per·
UK's research and (!evelopment semester, according to the policy•..
funding to raise its ranking from .. _In.other action, the trustees hone
72nd to 60th nationally· among re- ored Nat Northington, director of ·
search .universities. The plan would housing management for t!le city of .
try to boost private donations from. X:Ouisville. Northington was.the firsf ·
$28 million this year to $35 million .
American to get a football'
annually and UK's endowment from scholarship to UK, in 1966,. and the
$96 mill!on tci" $130 million. . ,, first _to play football in the....Si>uth;
UK will also try,to. expand tele- eastern Conference. _ " ,,,- .., ,
vised mstru_ction in the state and_, -.~i>rthington played two
' at
add three iuraI health :sil!!S,;
;at -Ult liefote . suffering
and
lei/sf .one In Western Kentucky•. , transf~i;ring to Western. Kentucky
,9o_a!J!_foi:.the comm~:~ll~ "'tJ'*~!;iJ{y,,"".h~ie..h.e gi:ildµated. ·
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LJ·K raises:·. standards _for-·'.stud@b.ts~f.!ii_tseli
the giadua1fon'ra1e
·•

1·
. .:

Herald-Leader education writer

· •·

By Dottle Bean

The University of'.Kentuckyyesterday adopted a'five-year plan·
to raise admission standards, keep
more undergraduates in school and:
have more finish, and put more:
full-time faculty members to work '
tea~g undergraduate courses. '
The UK Board of Trustees ap-,
proved ·the strategic plan- at its[
. . The plan_. will be,
regular meeting
used as a basis for UK's 1994-96:
biennial budget request to~ Ken;,
tuclfy-General Assmbly.
,}·:·",.
,m .
d
.
_c_,_
' n e mten to use 1t to =e
decisions about the allocation of
financial resources,'' said _UICPresident Charles Wethington;:
.·The first such plan was adopted·,
in 1989, and it has been· revised:·
each biennium since then. . t~1f.
·The 1994-96 'plan contams\sev.'
era! mem,,nenienl!! of progress·iil•j
tended to· answer:criticisms leveled.
at UK last year by former Kentucky
Gov. Walliice~Wtlkinson. .
iAt- the end of his:-~dfuinistra-;'
tion;·. Wilkinson appomieo'-niiijself'
to\UK's board HeistayedEmi;ithe:
board :imnl-·thifGtineral Assembly:
last :y~aki!>vailauled • wti.ezl!ity;\

boards and 11e· was not appointed to;
a new board.·
., ;:-_,
,
Wilkinson was generall critical
'of the emphasis previops plans had
pufon UK's research role. He called.
fortlK• to 'lie more consumer con:,
scious, criticizing its faculty workload, undergraduate retention and
graduation rates, and UK's lack of
public accountability.
··
.
....t,.rTPII
-,Wethington--ref~ yesterday
to that 1991 academic fracas, saying he tried.to address-all questions
raised by,Wtlkinsoti. s,._.••,1 ;
. ' - ··onf·coiiceined bo
ha"It am no\ __ ~
hers tllin~
w presen1 IJUi1.l,U mem
but I am also concerned aliout'.what
~~~
----- - - ~ · ---g:t
to Wilkinson, who-had a hand. in
Wethington's selection in: 1990 as
UK president
· .· . · ·
In al~ the plan ·contains·, 37
"strategic indicators,•~ _or yardsticks .
for five-year. improvement, including several that dealt with student
·success:·· ... ·"'" ·---·• ·- · · .... - ..
, ~•lli,i:reasijigtlie~'fu'seroiid::
yeiii-,-retention.·rateiiitundeigradu~·'
tes 'tli '82·~ ·nom•:1'/'• ·... 'fl1
a ..,... · · •" · · "· · · --'~·--'"'

~~=·

=ti~~\:8

. .• Boosliilg
for the 1993 fresbman,i:Jass to 55 ·
percent- fur a, six-year .period Only ,
4~ PE,icenr 1_1ow graduatli.~~--a
SIX·Year.!)el!_od: ~•,-,yiw,, ,~,/-:••1c.W'.~
' . • Increasing-the number of students-at-UK's community,_colleges
who transfer ti> UK·'iir/other state
_ lli\iversities and -eiisure ;~t those
·_ .!?anSf~ to UK .-~Y(t!ie . same ,
gr;iduation rates as.-·tlie• students•··
who start there: -~,:t~'i:~-- ''·1''1

:--Impro--~the ~ l

'ah'

' -··· •·
vmg
•
or
, s~_den~. ,_ , .,_ .••,, :ia,r-·;,-:; ,·.; .., ~,,.,
·•/Af.19ther_ key:_ ·l!!DP~IS .. lS; to·
keep faciilfy aildstiffsalanes
..
'th th
'd' .
.
petitiv~ wi • • ose pa1 at ~mparable umvers1ties. UK's median facul~ ~ is'. $50,~tlia~ •is-·96.9
. percenbl.htofl the~-~>~\~~:
e•sc oo s. ·•
-- "'."-• • ·
The..,n~w . slrl1t:em<;- plan alsg,
deals ;Wlth 'UK's:,~to ,become•
more t?volved Wl~ .!he ~entucky
Ed~cation ,Ref'?ffl!_ ~~ of 1990, to•
begin developmg 1~ Coldstream.
Research Campus;1to• bliild a pro~ library ~-1996 and;to great--.
ly,:mcrease'd-~,nOI!~~-rupds and.
pnvate. onations 1.:.......,, m. , ,.,
'Fhe.p!an·loweredUK's sighfs"in-'
at:-least,one'resean:h:areai. '''"-'' 1
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PLAN: UK
raises standards
in several areas :

Other highlights of UK plan

I

From Page One
In its 1992-94 strategic plan, the
university was aiming to be ranked
50th among U.S. research universities in federal and development
spending.
Yesterday, Wethington said
UK's five-year goal is to improve its
ranking from 72nd to 60th in five
years.

"That's · a pretty good-sized
jump for us," Wethington said.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON; KY., WEONESDAY, MARCH 3, 1993

UK sets standard
for dividrng time
in classroom, lab
ties.
The workload issue has been
The first written policy on the raised in K~n~cky by former Gov.
amount of work that a full-time W!111~ce Wilkins?n, among others.
University of Kentucky faculty Wilkinson questioned the number
member is expected to shoulder of hours UK faculty spent on rewas adopted yesterday by UK's search, compared with the time
board of trustees. .
, they spent in classrooms teaching
·
The policy, however, contains undergraduate students.
so much flexibility that there is no .
Only 40 percent of UK's underset number of hours a professor has graduate classes are taught by fullto spend in the classroom teaching time faculty members. UK hopes to
students. It says there should be a increase that to 50 percent by 1996.
balance between teaching, researchand community service that will be
determined by the deans of the 19
colleges or department heads.
The eight-page policy statement
sets a general goal of four classes a
semester or 12 undergraduate class
hours for faculty members whose·
only assignment is to teach. It was
unclear how many professors
would be affected by that standard.
But in 1992, only 167 of the 820
tenured faculty members on UK's
Lexington campus had a teaching
load that heavy, according to a UK
study released in February 1992.
By comparison, a third of the
faculty - 278 - taught one or no
courses.
Another one-third - 258 were teaching only two courses.
At ·UK, 'the state's -primary re-·
search institution, few faculty mem, ·
bers have teaching-only assign,'
ments and m:ost divide their time
between teaching, research and
service.
~
The standard division in many,
colleges, .like UK's large Arts and
Sciences, has been to have faculty,
spending 45 percent of their time on 1
teaching; 45 percent on,- researcli·.
and 10 percent on community service, said. Dr. Karl Raitz, a· UK
geography professor· who headed·
the faculty committee that· developed the new workload policy.
The policy was proposed by UK
President.Cliarles Wethington, who
said he wanted "to get:out·in·front
of the issue'' by having the·univer-:
sity devise its own policy. In some
states,- he~said, the legislatures'or
governors are doing it fat univ~
By Dottle Been

Herald-Leader education writer

J
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The Daily Independent·, Ashland, Kentucky Thursday, March 4, 1993
And M.E. Pryor,. acting•·_·
chairman of the department of
cided with the end of the anbiological and environmental
nual evaluation cycle for desciences, is retiring at the.end
partment chairs.
of this y_ear.
Albert said he was not asked
That.means seven out of 21
·
· . J'
to step down. He said he redepartment chairmanships are
.
'
' · · ·. • -_. _,, .
signed to spend more time
not permanent.. Tn addition,
- --'--~~~.::~;.,~jP,,'.~,;: ·.
.::-:r--·--cc---teaching-.-Fiel-Wouldn't com.. Bernard· vavis;the dean of:the .,
i
ment when contacted.
college of business, is .retiring ;i
.I:?.
· i
Willard said she resigned
at the end of this year.
·
· ·:>' ·
because chairmanship left no
Bev
McCormick:
chair-:"
·
'•
· •
time to fulfill an opportunity
woman of the Faculty· Senate/'
to work with her husband.
said the feeling of insecurity'
-· ·
. ,
.
·;
Grueninger said demands
filll0J1g f.acµJ.Jy _gener.itect.byc..i,
the turnover has died down, .
on department chairs have beBy JIM ROBINSON"
but "it did seem like somecome excessive. "It's not an 8
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· thing out of the ordinary."
to 4:30 job. It's a job that consumes all one's waking hours
She said the faculty's atten. MOREHEAD .~ •Moretion
is now focused on finding
if
you
let
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head:-State,. University_ is
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be
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Philley said MSU is in the
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midst of a national search for
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permanent replacements for
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In addition, interim or actDobler and Nass.· He said the
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ing chairmen are serving in
s~hool expects to offer the
Vice Pres.iderit For Acthree other departments.
ademic Affairs John Philcl!airmanship of the Engiish,
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Ronald Dobler, the former
. phy departments in the next
the · seven · department
chairman of the English, for_few days.
·
chair', vacancies .may
eignlanguage and philosophy .
seem !lite:. a:;Iot/- but: he
department, has been serving
· _. The closing date on applicasaid'. circtifustahces . simas interim chairman of that
tions for Nass' replacement
ply 'conspired: to,leave .SO- .·
department since last July, rewas March l, Philley said.
manY ciiairs open. · 2· , , '·
placing Eugene Young, who
All seven chairmen plan to
.'.'Collectively, it· looks
took a job at Sam Houston
stay on at least until June 30
alarming; todomf ieo- .
University in Texas.
Philley said.
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'
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none
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reorganization
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tions department, Robert
Grueninger;. chairman of
MSU replacing third of chairmanships
the health"physical-·edu'
MOREHEAD - Morehead State University is replacing a third of
catioinand:recreation- de:
its academic department chainnanships after four either resigned or
partpi,e,~!/,Jn~·,.iliditli (
were reassigned.
W4lardi, ,,chairjvoman ··of.':
Vice President for Academic Affairs John Philley acknowledged
tlie,agrfoliltU:reana:natu-,.;
that the number of vacancies might seem like a lot, but he said that
·ral resouri:'es:depaiiment;, '.
circumstances simply conspired to leave so many posts open.
a11:resigned,L'·. :::: ..'.·.:·.· .,
.'>Ronald.: Fie!, chairman· :
In January, three department chairpersons resigned and one was
·of:•.:the -physical'. sciences '.
reassigned by Philley. Two chairpersons said that they resigned to
departm'ent,. '. vias, reas.' <i
spend more time teaching .and with family.
signecl'b}':Philley; •": ' .• •'\l
All four remain on the faculty.
'','All'fouriremain:on'.the; l
, 'faCulty·~-~ _:,:';,::-.··.~\~----""; ,- -_,~• ..,; A
. - ~-.,·"iv+·'•.,:: ,~,-__<>t_,.,, __ :1
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U of L boosts minority
faculty with· 5,-recruits
By BEN Z..HERSHBERG ----

ment got permission from the a(!;.
ministration to hire both.
A fifth black recruit - for the
Toe University of Louisville has communications department -· has
recruited four African-American committed to join U of L in July
faculty members for next year and 1994, after completing a doctorate.
U of L's minority recruiting has
has a commitment from a fifth to
join the following year, provost not met everyone's expectations.
Wallace Mann said.
Celeste Nichols, the first African
Those recruits will boost the per• American to receive a doctorate
centage of black faculty members at from the U of L English department,
the school to about 3.3 percent from said she was disappointed the dethe 3 percent it has been since 1987. partment didn't tell her last summer
But -to have a more effective Afri. it was recruiting. Nichols got her
can-American presence on campus, doctorate in December 1991 and- is
theuriiversitylioard has set a goal now a faculty member at 1Centucky
of 5 percent. And the administration · State University. She said she told
has proposed adding $750,000 to her U of L professors and the adnext year's budget for that purpose, ministration often that she was in•
-Mann said yesterday. If that funding terested in joining the faculty.
is approved it wculd be in addition
But she only heard by chance last
to the $200,000 Mann said is al· fall that the English department was _
ready available for recruiting and recruiting and barely got her appli•
retaining black faculty members.
cation in before the Dec. 1 deadline,
Associate university provost Tom Nichols said.
Crawford said several other minorBased on letters from U of L
ity teachers might still join the fac- President Donald Swain and Mann
ulty next year with the help of that last summer saying they would
money. It would take about 20 more make sure she_ was strongly consid•
black faculty members to reach the ered for a faculty position when one
5 percent level. Recruiting isn't was available, Nichols said, she
completed, so figures aren't avail- feels the administration failed to
able for how many faculty mem• - keep its commitments to her.
hers, in total, are joining the school
Mann said his commitment was
July 1, the start of the fiscal year.
to make sure Nichols was considToe African-American recruits in• ered fairly for a position in the Engelude two assistant professors for lish department. But it was looking
the law school and two for the Eng- for a. professor whose dissertation
lish department. There was only was in African American Literature,
one opening in the English depart- Mann said, and Nichols' dissertament, Crawford said, but a husband tion, on the structure of the tradi•
and wife completing their graduate tional African-American church
studies in African American Litera- service, wasn't in the area the deture were available, so the depart- partment needed.
Staff Writer

'
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11ffl~ay_ _tr:.u.s_tee . Qffers.
college $1 millio1-1 .
if it raises $LS millioil·_
.

'

)

: ..The college.has grown rapidly
Staff Writer
- from 325 students .in 1987 to
800. this year - and is about to
-A woman says she will give outgrow its h"brary, school, offi•_
Midway College $1 million to cials said. Plans. for the new Ii-·
build a library- if it can raise brary, which would cost about'
$1.5 million on its own.
$2.5 million, call for almost douToe offer was made by Lucille blfug- the capacity• to· - about·
Caudill Little, a member of the 70,000 books.
·
-•
college's board of trustees and a" - .:.!/We really. have.to gefciirt and,
longtime Lexington philanthro-,,,beat the· bushes-and raise that
pist and volunteer. Her husband $1.5.million," said Marsha ..Tan-was the late W. Paul, little, a ner Strein, director of marketing
businessman and developer and and public· relations.
breeder of the. 1956 Kentucky
Midway is the state's ooly. col,.
Derby winner Needles.
Jege for·women.: It.was founded . li~e•s gift W!)uld be the larg- in 1847 and became a foilr-yearest single donation to the-college college in 1989. "My goal is that·
~m a Jiving person in its• 146- by the
2000, I want us,aca-year hlstoi:y.· "In the scheme of' ·demlca11y to:,be.•one. of:ther!Jest;
things in Kentucky, it's probably private colleges; in•.the, state,•~
small potatoes, but it's a big deal Botkin ·said.. ''We'ie,not satisfied,
to us," said college President with where we are. We_ want to
Robert R.-Bo~
get better _and l!etter.'.':

By MARK SCHAVER

rear
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Murray State to get new complex
MURRAY, Ky. - Construction will begin in March 1994 on a
$20 million Regional Special Events Center at Murray State University, with the basketball team expected to b~-playing thef!l by
November·1995.
-- '' ·:·" .. · ·
..
Architect Nick Warren said it will seat 8,142 fcir basketball.
Seats will be retractable, to open space in the center for conven~
tions, concerts, trade shows and other large.regional meetings.
Warren and university President Ron Kurth met Tuesday with
about 100 financial supporters 'to brief them on construction plans
and a private fund-raising effort. Toe state will pay $18 million of
the estimated cost. Kurth said an additional $220,000 is needed to
meet the university's pledge of $2 million.
• . ·Toe center will be built behind the football stadium on the
practice football fields.
·
·

i
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KCC hopes to reap
•
Ulrra-ino
"l'l"'I'
.J..1..1.

By ROGER ALFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

GRAYSON - Kentucky
Christian College may join the
rush to bring Christianity to
the former Soviet Union
where Democratic reforms
have returned religious freedoms.
Academic Dean Ken Beck
and Professor Jim Girdwood
will leave for the Ukraine on
Wednesday for a 10-day trip
that's intended to pave the
way for a joint teaching venture with the Crimean College
of Business ·and English in the
resort city of Simferopol on
the Crimean Peninsula.
"We're going to talk to the
college administration as well
as some city officials about
the relationship," Beck said
Friday. "In that particular
area, there seems to be a real
void of religious information
that now a number of different
groups are trying to compete
to fill.
"We've heard that Muslims
and Moonies have already
been there and are actively
trying to promote their own
religious beliefs. We're trying
to get there on the front end of
the movement."
·
All forms of religion had
been discouraged in the
former Soviet Union under
communist rule. But the crash
of communism and the breakup of the former Soviet Union
opened the way for missionaries taking advantage of the
new-found freedom.
"It's a far more-open. society," said Dr. Sam Perry; a political science professor at
Marshall University. ''This ls
seen as virgin territory for the
missionaries, more ripe for
the harvest."
But Dr. Clair Matz, also a
political science professor at
Marshall, said he expects that·
the religious groups are going
to find that the· area· is not
ripe for the picking.
Matz, an ordained Methodist
minister and expert on Russia
and its· former republics, said
Eastern Orthodoxy is deeply
ingrained in the people there,
. even though communism
forced it underground.

...~

.L.A..&.'-"

"Theirs is an old form of
Christianity," he said. "It isn't
Protestant. It is a really· different style of religion. And although those regions have
opened up to the West in
terms of business and democracy, I think that American
religious groups will find a
considerable resistance to
adopting American-style reli-

'~%J:.t
!l

ONIA
IA

RUSSIA

gions.''

Christians from every denomination in the United
States have flocked to Russia
and surrounding countries.
And competition among various religious organizations,
from Jews to Hindus, have
made the former Soviet Union
a melting pot of religion.
One of the missionaries
from the Church of Christ,
Chuck Phillips, a graduate of
Cincinnati .Bible Seminary,
has worked as a go-between to
establish the relationship between Kentucky Christian College and the College of Business and English in Simferopol.
Actually, Beck said, several
Christian colleges will be involved in the proposed ·ar:rangement with the Ukrainian
college.
"It's a unique opportunity,"
Beck said. "The Ukrainian
government is trying to encourage biblical studies. in
their educational system. ·
That's onEl reason why they
have given the green light for
this to exist.
"Exactly the route that
we're going to take is not yet
known," he said. "We're talk-

ing about the possibility of

putting professors over there
for the short term. We're also
going to investigate the possibilities of some student exchange."

Beck said he doesn't expect
language barriers to be a problem in the venture.
"This college actually promotes the teaching of English,
so that they can operate on an
international basis in ,business," he said.
Beck said Kentucky Christian College, which teaches·
conservative Christian views,
said missionaries are trying to
act quickly to set up relationships in the region.
"What is projected is that in ·
two or three years the doors
will close to new groups coming in;'.' he said. "So there is a
sense
urgency_ in '_doing
something now." ·

. -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Lean times ·PARDON OUR CONSTRUCTION L
ahead for
.-'. ,A- Short term lnconvenienC:e:~~:·)
UK.building :· .' For·:A· ·tong~:TermJniprovemen!,~:\ ,
- .::-·: · _: --. · .... --;-- . . ·:a&;
projects
'-7

By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader education Writer

After a decade of building and
expansion, the University of Kentucky is facing some lean construction years.
With last week's ground-breaking for a medical research center,
UK has under construction .on its
Lexington campus six projects
worth a total of f75.7 million.
. The projects include several major buildings approved by the Kentucky General Assembly in 1990
and paid for with state bonds.
But those construction projects
might be the last for•several years,
in part because the 1992 General
Assembly approved no state bonds
for new buildings on the Lexington
campus.
"We went from $100 million in
state bonded projects for UK and
the community colleges in 1990 to
zero in 1992," said Donald Clapp,
UK vice president for administration.
UK's revenues for construction
also have considerably diminished
in the last two years because the
university cut its own budget to
make up for the loss of state money.
"ln our last budget request, we
thought we'd have the money to do
quite a few projects, but we will be
doing very few of those," Clapp
said.
With more than 200 buildings
on campus, UK will continue to
spend.on renovation, expansion and
maintenarice projects .- some of
them worth several million dollars.Major· riew campus projects, however, are unlikely for several years,
with one possible exception:
- The 1992 legislature gave a
partial go-ahead to UK President
Charles Wethington's · plans for a
new $58 million library, for which
_UK is raising $12 million in private
money.
Wethington will ask the 1994
legislature for $46 million in money
from state bonds for library construction. If the request is approved,
UK would begin building the library in 1994 and it would open in
1996.
1n the meantime, .with no money
to plan other major· projects, UK
has sliced its design and construction staff of 18 engineers and architects almost in halt
The. . funding shortage has
meant delaying projects such .as a
new mechanical engineering building, an allied health building and
several agriculture-related buildings. .
.
.·
Postponing the agricultural
buildings could also- contrioute to
delays in the long-range develop:.
ment of two large UK projects in
Lexingto~
.
• UK's· Coldstream Farm on
Newtown Pike. Coldstream, UK's

LexirJgton'~: eq9no(Tly ·is: aff~~t~9 . ,
by fl LJctuatiqj,sjr'I U~. co_r1_§tr~9tiqfi :' .
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1,153-acre animal science research
farm, is the intended site of UK's
planned research park, but full
development cannot take place until
UK moves its beef cattle operation.
The 1990 legislature underwrote
the purchase of Pin Oak Farm in
Woodford County to replace Coldstream as an agricultural research
farm, but did not approv~ $12
million in bonds for animal research
facilities t:liat must precede the
move.
• UK's 170-acre South Farm on
Nicholasville Road. The farm is
used for plant science research but
has been tapped as the site for an
expanded Lexington Community
College.
,
The. timing of t:liat move will
depend on UK getting money for
new community college buildings,
as well as for relocating plant
science research faciliti~.
Budget restrictions have -also

-.

'.

-

-·

affected UK's ongoing purchase of
property around the central campus
in Lexington.
·
From 1991 to 1993, UK added
only 1.91 acres to its 763-acre main
campus, all in small parcels near
the center of campus. They were
bought for future expansion or as
part of the Clifton Avenue site for
the new library.
Wethington said the decrease in
campus construction work reflects
the overall financial picture in the
state.
.
·
i
"We've been through these cy,.
des before," he said. "I see this as a,
temporary thing t:liat will improveas the state's economy improves." _;

·

.

.
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Teens can shop Florence Mall
for career, college information
FLORENCE (AP) - Teens
in northern Kentucky soon
may be able to do a different
kind of mall shopping, say
planners of a resource center
that would provide information on careers and colleges.
· "Regardless of which way a
youngster is thinking about
going, we will be able to provide assistance," said Bud
Thurman, executive director
of the Education Alliance of
Northern Kentucky. "So many
people go to the mall anyway.
... now they can shop for careers and colleges."
The alliance plans to open a
resource center in Florence
Mall for students and adults to
learn about careers, colleges
and technical training opportunities. The center, called
the Northern Kentucky College and Career Connection,

plans to open this spring.
A college area will have videotapes and catalogs. Someone
will be on hand to help students with applications, scholarships and financial aid.
The technical school area
will provide information about
vocational and technical opportunities. A "bridge to jobs"
service will offer information
on area businesses, aptitude

Thurman.
Bill Boyle, assistant principal at Walton Verona High
School, said the center will
help guidance counselors.
"The career information center will help the kids find
more information about colleges and careers and therefore help them reach their
goals."

testing. nnd guidance about re-

. Carolyn Chapman, director
of guidance at Holmes High
School, welcomes any help.
"You can go out there anytime
and see students from Boone
County, Dixie, Holmes," she
said of the mall. "You have to
go to where they are going."
The education alliance is a
non-profit corporation established with the support of the
Northern Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce. •

sumes, job applications, interviewing skills and careers.
The alliance knew the center was a good idea after asking an advisory committee of
25 high school students about
their vision of the 21st century.
"And when we mentioned
we were thinking about a career center and placing it at a
i:nall, their eyes lit up," said

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky

College buildings
nearly completed
OWENSBORO - A new
classroom building is
scheduled to be completed
in two weeks at Owensboro
Community College, and six
weeks later the campus
center will open its doors.
Both buildings will be
available for use when
summer school begins in
June at the college, where
enrollment has surged in
recent years.
The two-story student
center will offer a
bookstore, lounges and a
dining area.
The classroom building
will contain classrooms,
faculty offices, a lab and
display space for the
school's anthropology and
archaeology programs, an
interactive audio-video
classroom and the nursing
program.
The two buildings are
being built at a combined
cost of $4.5 million by Hartz
Construction of Owensboro.
Enrollment is nearing
3,000 at the school.
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Proposal ·for MSU
reorganization far
from set in stone
By JIM R0BIIIS0N
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A proposed
reorganization of Morehead
State University deals with.
"near-term organizational issues" and does not represent
"a strategic reorganization,"
said an author of the plan.
"I think we've taken a very
realistic look at every department on campus and every ac. ademic .program," said
Dwayne Cable, director of information technology for the
school.
·
"I think there may be some
· serious comments about
whether to continue some programs, particularly some two. year programs." He declined
to elaborate.
·cable is a member of the 14member University Planning
Council, which drafted the
plan. MSU President Ronald
Eaglin received a draft of the
_plan Wednesday.
Judy Rogers, another council member, said the draft represents a "functional reorganization."
"We tried to align functions," she said.
Both Rogers and Cable, however, cautioned that even
though the draft represents
months of preparation, it i;,;
far from being carved in·
stone.
"To describe it as if this is
the way we are going to be ·organized in the future is really
premature at this point," said
Rogers, MSU's dean of undergraduate programs.
Cable s·aid the draft represents some changes in philosophy from past organization. He said it reflects Eaglin's desire to make an execu- ·
tive vice president for academic affairs the No. 2 person on campus.
MSU is searching for a person to replace John Philley in
that position. Philley has been
serving as the interim executive academic vice president. ·
Council members were re. luctant to discuss specifics of
the proposal until Eaglin has.
had a chance to review it.

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030
E!1glin briefed department
chairmen on the draft durlllg
a meeting Wednesday.

"But in terms of there being:
substantial change being made:
to the university structure, I:
would say no," Cable said.
·
MSU spokeswoman Judy:
Yancy said Eaglin would cir-:
culate the draft widely among
university personnel for feedbac_k and suggested changes
before making it public. She
said that would probably take
a couple of weeks.
Yancy said the draft could
even be sent back to the planning council for further finetuning.

The 14-member University
Planning Council, formed by
Eag!in's predecessor, C. Nelson Grote, has been distilling
reorganization recommendations for months, meeting·
sometimes three and four
times a week, said Cable.
Eaglin charged the council
w_ith _coming up with a reorgamzat1on recommendation. He
h~ said he hopes reorganizing
will make MSU more efficient
and improve communication.
Eaglin said he's already
taken some steps to reorganize. He recently moved the
university's office of public
safety out of the division of
administration and fiscal services and into the division of
student life.
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UK downtown center
changing hands;
classes are o.n hold
By Thomas Tolllver
HBrald•Leader staff writer

The University of Kentucky
Downtown .Training Center, whose
non-credit classes are aimed mostly
at businesspeople, is taldng a break
this spring.
· No new classes will be offered
after winter classes end in midApril. That's because the center,
which opened in February 1989 in
the Central Library on East Main
Street, is undergoing changes.
''What's in the process is a
transfer of the downtown center
from being administered by the
university's Lexington campus to
being administered by the community college system, or Lexington
Community College," said Phil
Greasley, executive director of UK's
university extension. ''That's not
finalized yet, but that's what's in
the works."
Greasley said four people who
work at the center had been notified
that their jobs are being eliminated
effective July 1. Their names were
put on a priority list for other jobs
at UK, and two have found new

positions.
In preparation for the ·administrative change, there won't be any
spring classes, center director Adrienne McMahan said. One winter
course that runs through June will
continue as scheduled, however.
The . center offers professional
development courses.
·
''Most of the instruction is computer-based instruction," Greasley
said, "It's mostly aimed at the
business community, and it's all
non-credit"
Greasley said UK was looking
for ways to cut expenses, and one
way was to eliminate non-credit
courses.
"It certainly is our · hope and
expectation that LCC will pick up
the program," he said.
··
Greasley is not sure what
changes will be made if and when
LCC takes over, but he expects the
program to continue "in one form or
another."
"There's no doubt in my mind
it's a very popular program and
there's a great need in the community," he said.
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4 universities miss goals
for school ~~segre_g~ti~~ _
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer
Four of Kentucky's eight state universities failed to meet goals set by the General
Assembly for desegregating their student
bodies, faculties, administrations and staffs.
Under a law passed last year, the four
schools - Eastern Kentucky, Murray State,
Northern Kentucky and Western Kentucky
universities - won't be able to get approval
and money for new degree programs next
year. That prohibition has forced some of
the schools to delay plans for new programs, and has strengthened the resolve of
administrators to find more African-American· students and employees.
Murray has postponed starting a master's-degree program in water science and a
two-year associate"s-degree program in agriculture. Unless it can get a waiver, Western also will have to delay starting new programs, but an official refused to identify
which ones.
Even schools that have not had to delay
programs are making their campuses more
diverse. "I think the attention drawn to the
issue by legislation has helped," said
Charles D. Whitlock, executive assistant to
Hanly Funderburk, president of Eastern
Kentucky University. "I have seen a stronger effort by everybody."
Roy Peterson, assistant to the executive
director of the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, agreed. "It's a useful way to focus attention on the need for us to do more
in equal opportunities," he said.
The 1992 law, sponsored by Sen. Gerald
Neal, D-Louisville, and other related regulations require the schools to make reasonable progress toward eight equal-opportuni. ty goals for the 1994-95 school year.
The higher'-education council defined reasonable progress as achieving 40 percent of
. the goal by last school year. The four
schools that fell short had achieved between 21 percent and 29 percent of their
; goals:In each succeedlrig
the schools will have to progress another 20 percent above the 40 percent minimum to meet their goals.
The goals set percentages for
Kentucky African-American students enrolled at each university,
for those students who stay in
school and for those who receive
degrees. It .also sets goals for percentages of black . administrators,
faculty and other professional staff.
Each university's goals are based on
factors that include the number of
African Americans in: •the· . areas
where· the schools draw most of their students.
"I'm hopeful the legislation will
help;" Neal said. "There's nothing.
to suggest it's not a positire influ-.
ence at.this point" · .,. , "·

yeari

Neal said he was particularly
pleased with progress at the University of Louisville recently. ·• ... -,. ,
Administrators of other universi-..
· ties said they are committed. to ·.
meeting the goals, but some cited
special · problems facing c their
schools.
NKU, in Highland Heights, is behind mi its goal for enrolling blacks
in graduate school. President- Leon
Boothe said the small black,popula,
lion of·Northern Kentucky-makes it
difficult to find African Americans
for its-master's programs, .. ,_.:
"It can be difficult to convince African Americans to come here from:c
· other parts of the state to get mas-• •
ters' degrees," Boothe said.·,· . ·
Boothe said he's pleased by,prog- ·
ress his sclfool has alreadyn_made;
particularlyiin• increasingj~black '·.
faculty members from two or, three ·

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

professors when he arrived 10 years
, ago to 16 now.
"' _
Murray State is far behind on .its
i goals for black administrators, and
it will be difficult-to ·catch up be-•.
, cause budget-cuts; and reorganizations mean the school actually has
cut the number of top administrators and other. staff employees, said.
, President Ronald Kurth. With the
payroll likelier to decline than increase, he said, it will be hard to .
boost African-American employ,
ment.
Competition also is intense for
black students, Klirth said: But he's··

i

•
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GOALS
Continued from Page One
added $100,000 to what had been a
$46,000 minority-scholarship program for next fall, and the school is
spending about $70,000 a year to
pay- black graduate students to
teach.
Livingston Alexander, associate
vice president for academic affairs
at Western, said the failure to make
enough progress toward equal opportunity "is.having an effect on the
kinds and quality of programs we
can offer."
He said the uiiivcrsity-atlulinistrdtion is considering whether to seek
a one-year waiver from the desegregation goals. The council can grant
a one-time waiver, but the school
must still meet the goals for the following year.
Whitlock said he believes Eastern
can reach the equal--0pportunity
goals.
He was optimistic that Eastern
would be able to recruit two African
Americans for the administrative
staff, 16 black faculty members and
six .black professional non-faculty
members, which are needed to meet
the university's goals over the next
two years ..
More efforts to attract better-prepared students \viii also help meet
goals for more graduate students
and for granting more degrees to
African Americans, Whitlock said.

Lawmaker can't block
deals-he-·calls-waste~ . ~---

By GIL IAWSON
Staff Writer

I

'

row of Stamping Ground, Rep. ·Mike
-Ward of-Louisville,-cand-Sen.-EdFord of Cynthiana, all Democrais:aa:.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Republican voted yes.
·
state Rep. Bob Heleringer says it's
Yesterday Heleringer questioned
waste; his Democratic colleagues three consulting contracts .for More. say it's not.
- · · head State University -totaling
Yesterday, for the second time in $6,445, One was for leading a worktwo months, Heleringer, of Louis- shop on "total quality ' manageville, failed to block state contract_s ment." The other two were for helpfor cons!,!ltinft services for state 1.:m• ing fa.culty. an.d st~. ~~-~r ,_~.$SifL
versities. -The contracts, totaling students who are. uhdeciiled a.~out
$36,445, were approved by the G~n- their major.· ••'·' --,.,-->: :
era! Assembly's Personal Serv:tce
Heleringer told· Morehead Vice
Contract Review Subcommittee. . - . President Porter Dailey_ that;· the
Last month Heleringer _oppo_sed a contracts appeared to be a wast.e of
-$30,000 contract. the Uruvers1ty of money," especially in light of r!l_f;ent
· Lo~e had with consu\t~t Na- state budget cuts_ in 1!igher e~ucatharuel E, Green o! ,Louisv!lle to lion. He. made a- motion to dis_apteach employees - m ~elennger's prove of the contracts, but none of
words - "how to be- mce to peo- the three Democrats went along
'•'
._,__ .... ,,,
I "
p e.
.
. · •. .
with him,
. •'"'''''"~-- .;
School officials smd the training
Senate President 'John ''.Eck".
was needed because layoffs me!111t Rose a subcommittee member(said
that s~me wor~ers got new duties, the panel shouldn't "micromanllge"·
acco~g to minutes from the Feb. universities. He Ward and Farrow.
9 meeting. Under the contract,
th
' tracts - · ·-·.- ·
G
\viii get $125 an hour for six voted for e con
.
. ... l" •
= g sessions to -help. the emHeleringer,_ who often· ·que~o~
ployees "become an active part of a contra~ts reVJewed. by the ~Dllll_lt:
quality-minded workforce."
t~, said he ~ought the_panel.S;F,5.
Heleringer was the only commit- s1on was to protect ~aye~ , "
tee member to vote against the con"lf there's no oversight, ..Jet~
tract. The other three members pre- chani;e the name ~f the co~~e,e, :
sent at the ~e - Rep, Mark Far- he said.
:_,,: s,;••,~e-.
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WKU professor to be arraigned

March 18-~"

.
,. . ,..~~--t~·.,,:;,..;~;;·_\ •;r~i
BOWLING ~REEN - A. Western Kentucky Univcisity:govefii,·;!
ment professor 1s scheduled for arraignment March 18 ,<itf charge& '
that he allegedly harassed female students.
: i~t:'c>'.,(i .;1,ili
Frank Neuber, a faculty member since Septemb&'.'.1966 •-~- iJ
c!mrged Thurspay by university police with harassing' ciimin~ca- "
tions and harassment
·., ~
<:.~_i,:·~·-.~. . :...:;;.:,.;
•
·~ ;,-,~<'if",-_-;..._,,-t.,;,~.F;·;
-~ee members of _Chi Omega soro,jty alleged thei"iiaif&cel;&{i'
harassing telephone calls that ..they considered annoying' aiid ·
, alarming, Another student told university . police she· had been ..,
harassed from November to the present. _ c ·; · ~ · . :
Neuber declined comment yesterday.
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Another-birdget cut imminent,
·es
says
Jon
. - .

Governor puts
blame on· cost·
of health care
By Jack Brammer
Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau

LOUISVILLE - Gov. Brereton
Jones is bracing for a cut in the
state budget and is blaming the
high cost of health care for it
"We are going to have to proba•
bly have another budget cut in state
government within the next few
days," he said yesterday while ·
pushing his health-care reform plan
at a forum in Louisville.
Asked to elaborate about the
expected cut, Jones said, "I have to
get the numbers together. And as
soon as I do that, you will be one of
the first to know.
"But this is a byproduct of
spending too much money on
health care. Health-care costs are
sucking too much money out of
_society right now and it's going to
bankrupt all of us if we don't deal
with it, and we had better deal with
it," Jones said.
A budget cut has been looming
for months, but Jones' statement is
the first acknowledgment that cuts
are imminent.
The state faces a budget deficit
that could range from $70 to $125
million for the fiscal year, which
ends June 30. The state started
fiscal year 1993 in the hole because
officials delayed tax refunds last
spring to balance the 1992 budget.
Jones avoided cuts several
months ago, despite the urging of

key legislators. The administration'
instea~ asked agencies td withhold
spend mg 2 percent of their budgets
in anticipation of a shortfa!L
' I
Cabinet Secretary Kevin· Hable
yesterday made it clear that money
probably will be cut from. agency .
bud!ets.
.
:
I hope no!><><ly has ll!lY senous i
though~ of ~gable to spend that ,
money, he said. . .
.
!
The Jones amni?istrati~n has
pledged to !rY to avmd d~laymg tax
· refunds this .year. to .~ce the ,
books.
.. -: - ,__ . -- I
That is still" the goal; Hable said
yesterday, but delays are ii• possibil- ,
ity. "We have to reserve that op- _
tion."
·, Last y~, tlie state delayed
$103.7 million in tax refund checks
because of a financial bind: Officials
made the move after two rounds of
_budget cuts failed · to cover the
shortfall.
, .
The state last montH reported
unusually large revenue receipts for
--January - a 15.8 percent increase
over the same month a year ago.
The January jump helped pump
up a flagging state treasury and ·
buoyed hopes that the state might
be able to get through : the year
without a budget_ cutback.
· · .;
Through the .first seven months
of the fiscal year; ~,ipts had
~u~e:=- 3.3 percent o~~ fthe ~vi-

I

The entire General Fund must
grow by 3.8 percent for the year
and take in $4.524 billion to meet
projections. The Kentucky Constitution requires a balanced budget
To make up the difference, revenues must grow by 4.3 percent in
the remaining five months of the
fiscal year - February through
June - compared with the same
period a year ago.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

· House budget chief Marshall
Long, D-Shelbyville, said yesterday
that .the state has informed him that
revenue receipts for February were
''not high and not enough money is,
expected without a budget cut" ·
- Long said he did not know what
Jonfll plans to do. .. .
. -·
·Long's coililterpart in the Senate, Michael R. Moloney, D-Lexington,.said health-care costs are "one
of the things hurting the state
budget."

_Moloney said he has been notified about the cutback and expected
the' governor to deal with it soon.
. At yesterday's Louisville forum I
- made up of representatives of ,
the Louisville Area Chamber of '
Commerce and Alliant_ Health System - Jones repeated his two goals
in health-care reform: to cut costs ·
and to provide health insurance to '
every Kentµckian.
Several legislators have said it .
would be impossible to enact mandatory health insurance coverage. .
Asked whether he could sup- :
port a plan to provide cheaper ,
insurance for everyone but not require its purchase, Jones said, '!J)o
you think the Social Security system would work if it were volun- .
tary? I don't think so either."
Jones also said he wanted to
change .his health plan to beef up
medical treatment for the mentally
ill and for alcoholics.
He said he has asked the Cabinet for Human Resources to come
up with recommendations.
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·u of L tightens ties·
to area through plan
to send poor to games
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG

Staff Writer

·

How do you demonstrate the
close connection between the University of Louisville and a basketball-crazed community like. the city
of Louisville?
U of L associate athletic director
Mike Pollio - charged with demonstrating and strengthening those
ties - came up with an answer.
Since he also was charged with
helping to organize the Metro Conference men's and women's basketball tournaments, Pollio decided to
bring low-income families that
might not be able to afford a $15
basketball ticket to one of the Metro
conference games.
Unlike most regular season
games, the tournament - which determines which men's and women's
teams get invited to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association tournaments next week - wasn't yet
sold out, so Freedom Hall could
hold the fans.
Pollio's idea will become reality
for 1,200 members of low-income
families Saturday night, at the semifinals of the men's tournament.
The effort, called Operation Gratitude, is being sponsored by the university; Transit Authority of River
City, which is providing free transportation; and the local Budweiser
Beer distributor, which is providing
the tickets.
Community organizations have
distributed all the tickets, Pollio
said. The organizations have said
they'd be happy to distribute as
many more tickets as were available
- if any were.
Operation Gratitude families will
have access to a hospitality room
that opens at 6:30 p.m. Saturday.
They'll be able to get a hot dog and
other refreshments there and can
mingle with former players and other U of L representatives, Pollio
said.

If Saturday's project is successful,
Pollio said, U of L will try the same
thing at selected football games in
the fall and other· events, including
women's basketball and volleyball
games.
He declined to estimate the costs
of the program for the Budweiser
Beer distributor, TARC or the university, which has committed many
staff hours to the effort and will lose
some revenue on the 1,200 tickets.
Tickets were sold to the beer distributor at a group-discount price.
Pollio said they could have been
sold at full price, since he believes
the games will sell out, though they
haven't yet.
·
Yesterday afternoon's first women's game, between the University
of North Carolina at Charlotte 'and
Tulane University, didn't sell out either. But officials expected the
crowd to grow steadily from the 301
paying customers at the first game
to an expected sellout of the roughly 3,000 seats at the Commonwealth
Convention Center, in downtown
Louisville, by last night. The Louisville women were to play then, and
fans held 9,000 tickets. Most were
distributed as part of ticket packages to the entire tournament.
Though Pollio believes women's
sports are becoming more popular,
he wasn't afraid that all 9,000 ticket
holders would show up last night.
But if they did, Pollio said with a
laugh, ''we'll put in more seats."
U of L athletic director Bill Olsen
said the tournament should draw
4,000 to 6,000 fans to Louisville.
His department also has arranged
rooms and local transportation for
750 to 1,000 members of the Metro
teams' official parties and the reporters who cover them, Olsen said.
This is the second consecutive Metro tournament held in Louisville,
which has hosted eight of the conference's 18 tournaments.
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Erirollnie-nts
at t.iniversities· c.har,,gJhg
.
.

.

.
students, mid co'~ have bel
LOUISVlLLE .:..:_. Declining ~-:
curtailed."" .; .-·.: . •·•·" :: ' -:
rollments at some of Kentuck'~s
Overall
public university en-·".-·. ·. . -., .. •·' -;'
' i ,I
. ·Hesaidtbatifuriiversityenro]
1 ·
Morehead Slate University
public universities. might signal a rollments, with percentage in- _ 1991 , .-, .··. ,.,.,.,•.·;•.--, •.-,-...-.. ,... 8,812 ment stays flat, the state's fundm
long-term change,, .a :,state higher- crease (or decrease) from fall 1991 ' 1992 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9, 169 process might
to change. "'
education official say&
: to fall 1992:
'
·· '· ··
Change . ;·. •...... :·. : .. :-1 4 percent rollments might play a smaller ro
"We've had almost uninterrupt;
.
' · ·.. · . ·.... · ·' · in schools' funding in the futur
ed growth since 1985;''.. said Gary Unive;sity_ of Kentucky · /
Eastern Kentucky University
with areas like keeping studen·
Cox, executiv1f director of. the Ken- l99l .... · • • · .. • • ......_.. • • . 24,132 1991 .......... , ...... ; . : . 16,525 and graduates' satisfaction takt
lucky Counci!:on Higher Educaiion, 1992 ........... · ·.... ..... 24;197 1992 .............. :·...... 16,868 into account, Cox said.
but lie ihinks that has ended.
Change .._. .. : .... ,: ...
percent Change· ..... : .. ;::'::.', 2 per~ent
· Factorsrangingfromeconomii
·.Overall enrollment, W8S flat in University of Louisville :,Y · •·
Western Kentucky- University
to population trends affected ti
the fall fur the fust'iime in seven 1991 : .... : ...........::::: 23,575 1991
15767 nwnbers at Murray State, sai
-uisvill·e 1992 .............. .- ..-::· .. •.•· ·-22,634 1992 .....................
........ · .......... " 15,750
' -, Mary Smith, an admissions offici.
Years.·•The Ui·ru·veISJ·ty· of.'...,
experieiii:ed the greatest·enrollment Change ............... ·(4 percent) i:;hange .. : ... ,-; , . : .... , o percent She thinks Murray, like other 1111
drop with 941 fewer full'. and part:
·
· · _. , :c.:;: -,. . .. versities in the state, .will wm
time students. -.,.,., ..,,,..
· Kentucky Stat~ University : . .
Murray State University -, .. ,··. ·.
harder to retain students to oounb
1991 .. · .................... 2•534 1991 .... · .................. 8,328 the decline in new ones. -·' Also losing enrollment
Murray State University, which reg- 1992 ..................... :. 2•544 1992 ....................... 8•190 . University of Louisville Pres
istered a decline ·of 138·students, Change ., ........... ::. O percent Change- .. '.;': ... ::, .• :: <2 percent) dent Donald Swain said his scho
and Western Kentucky University, Northern Kentucky University . . ' UK ·community colleges
: .•:
bad planned to reduce undergrad1
where17fewerstudentsregistered 1991 ..... ; ................. 1 11,540 1991 .. -.. , .... , ......... :.,•.46.069 ate enrollment, but the drop M
for classes in the fall..
1992 .... _......._... _,..,, ..... 11,888 1992 ....................... 48,046 larger than expected. He hopes t
Kentucky State University Change · :- •••• •, •... .• . 3 percent Change ....., ...........,._. 4 percent reverse the decline somewhat ne,
gained only 10 students from the
.
fall while continuing growth in Iii
previous year and the University of
·· ' ···· ·" ·~ - .. ' 0 • •· .. ranks of graduate and professioru
Kentucky reported an enrollment 'UK'soominunityoolleges,increased ing state linancia1 support 'bas students. ,..,_ .,,·,,. • ·<e ..
increase of 65.
, .as
lnt ~ ~~046 i!Jidents .• ~ enrollpteqt ,limits... , . .
•
Ji ~llm~t ;;;,~tinues to fa:
More substantial enrollment in- fulllggl a
O!> s, w e the · ';: ''We don'f have enough faculty more rapidly than expected. Swai,
creases were r~po~ ?~ Northern ... ,,.. _.. . .. .
ent was. 46,069. • .,, _to teach those ~~en~ .or enouge said, it could leave ~e school wi~
Kerituck}: U!llvers,ty, Morehead·.. ·, ... But the 4.3 percent increase IS ·,,,c!esJ;<s.an.d ~-.:f!>._se::i,t, them, less money from tuition and, eve11
State Uruyerst!')' and Eastern Ken-.: ~own S!Jbs~~ly D'm!1 ~0 ~ f~~~, s:ud r;l~Y.
·
tually,_ less state funding ~ w~
tucky Uruvl:'51ty. . . · .- .
· . mcreases .within the last five ot ~---•· J::~ agreed, saymg budget cuts That IS because state funding 1
. . ·Enn?_I!ments at the fastest-grow- years, said .UK spokesman -Ralph. ··,'1iave taken their toll on the capaci- based largely on the average enroU
.!'l!r: ~ t of higher education, Derickson. He added t!iat·
_\)y.
·af ·universities
to reach out to ment over three ,,years.
1,:-. ·,: . .
... '<.►
:
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IV{qn;ay:: ~.mte .regents

rescind: controversial ·
facµlty,''stiiff _i,ay wt
By JMfES MALONE :· ·. - , ..

'

--Whil~ ,Murray was the only state

::;1:~!•:~ez

Staff;'-\'.,~t~~i;'·· ,: '.' •_--;;:,;,::, , ,:,,
~o~!d::::
MURRAY,·lfy• ._: A coniroverslal !
was cut last year, the university did i
2 percent pay' cut for Murray State:)
~ trim its, health Insurance, said',:
University. faculty and staff·mem.;,',
spokesman Joe Hedges.
!
hers wa,_s rescinded yestei'day;_by the;:
, Until the regents revised the
schoo}'s board ofregents. •>·'• :. ··\,;:
:health-insurance plan, employees
·Regents also spenttwo.hours in a:.
.and their families paid only a small
clc_>sed session t11_dlscuss perl/onnet.;;
· deductible for medical services, and
For Plll'.l of that lime, regen\5, ask~ !
j·the plan was a valuable tool to rePresidenLRonald J, Ktiith toJ~a~Jl
'. cruit fac;ulty and staff, said Ray
the room.. Chairman James Butts of
; Conklin; 'pres\dent of the faculty
Fulton said' Iaier that 'the· regents :
, senate, ·-'" . ·
,. ' .
discussed Kui'.tb during' the session
_Simllar coverage .under the re,but that It was not an evaluation of,
i vised plan will cost families $722 a
his performance or of his three-year;
._ year. Even with a 2 percent pay incontract, which is entering Its.final·
j:crease, 90 percent of. the universiyear. ;,_,_,._,-y· '·. '·.: '.' .'
't, '· ·,:
: ty's staff members who make less
Restoring the 2 _percent pay·cut.1--i·than ~36,000 a )'.ear will: realize a
that "\'BS approved.last year drew~-,
t financtal loss, ·swd Debbie Wagonmeasured response from .represeri- ·
: er, president of the staff conJ[eSS.
tatives of faculty and staff organlza0
: . Kurth said t!Je university will pay
tlons, They said changes in tlie unian additional .$350,000 to provide
versity's health insurance plan will
· health coverage to employees, even
cost employees and their families
with the. plan's revisions. Restoring
more for coveraj:e and offset the
higher salaries, ·
·

I

-tliel percent pay cut, Kurth said,

will cost the university $625,000.

Regents also approved a 7 percent hike in cost of room and board
and a $20 arirtual student fee to operate the Cums Student Center.
Coupled .with· earlier increases
full-time, in-state students next.fall
will.pay $4,702 a year, an increase
. of ·$368. Out-of-state students will
- pay $7,702 a year, a increase of
'$688. · '

!'.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Budgets cut 2 percent for state agencies,
unl•,1iers1t1es• more coming
•

T

•

•

1

,

By GIL LAWSON
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - State age~cies and universities had their
budgets reduced by 2 percent yesterday and were asked to make
plans for an identical cutback next
year.
· h t0 ta!
This r,ear's cuts, whic
$52.5 million in stat~ ~nds, were
no surprise. State officials bad announced last October that the reductions might be nece~sary as
revenues fell short of proJections.
Most of the cuts have bee~ ~and.led by not filling vacant p~s1t1ons,
reducing travel, and putting off
purchases; they were not expected
to have a noticeable effect on services.
Officials also said they do not
plan to delay issuing income tax
refunds to balance the budget, as
they did last year.
Kevin Hable cabinet secretary
for Gov. Brereton Jones, said the
plans for a 2 percent cut next year
are needed to "ensure that we remain on firm financial foo~g::
The cuts next year, begi~~g
July 1, will leave about $90 ~on
in a reserve fund, Hable said.
Exempt from the cuts this year
are primary and secondary education funding for local prosecutors
and' the Department of Public Advocacy. Hable said the same exemptions will apply for ne~ y~ar,
unless the budget situation
changes.
.
The budget deficit is $69.6 m~llion this year. After the $52.5 million in cuts, the state will make up
the remaining $17.l mil~ion by using surplus funds, delaying the sale
of bonds and using agency money
that is not part of the state's General Fund.
Although state officials have in
past months blamed the budget
problems on lower-than-expected
revenues, Hable pointed the finger
at increasing health-care costs during a news conference.

.
.
Jones IS ad~ocating coSt contro1s
as part of _his healtb-~re ~e~~
effort, argwng that growing e
care costs mean less money for
other state needs.
.
The state spends about $900 milLion for health care - about 20
percent of the state budget, Hable
·d The annual rate of growth for
t~alth-care costs has been about 12
percent, about four times the inflation rate he said.
This year's cuts include about
$34 million in state and federal
funds for hospitals through a special program intended to help t~em
pay for indigent care. Hospitals
have complained that they have
been unfairly singled out among
health-care providers.
Hable said tb~t reimbursement
rates for all provtders would be reviewed under the . r~fo~ efforts
and that the admuustration was
not trying to single out any group.

The state's eight uruvers1ties, mcludin~ the community college sy_stern, will be cut a total of $13.5 million this year.
Universities already had taken
cuts under the state budget for this
fiscal year, which also reduced
funding for state police _and _many
state agencies. Toe Uruvers1ty of
Louisville cut $11.2 million during
.
d will t
the last acade~c year an
cu
another $3 million.
The University of Kentucky's
1992-93 bud~~t was reduced by
some $11 million because of the
earlier shortfall. The most ~e~ent
cut will tak~ another. $4.7 _milho:f1,
Other maJor cuts will be m social
services, more than $3.8 million,
and in corrections, more than $3.4
miltion.
According to figures released
yesterday the General Fund has
grown
percent through the end
of February. Revenue must still
grow 3.7 percent for the rest of the
fiscal year to meet projections.

1.8
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41,446 gave UK record $28 million in '92
More than 40,000 alumni and supporters of the University of
Kentucky gave a record $28 million to the university in 1992.
The 41,446 donors last year represented an increase of 33 percent
over the year before, said Terry Mobley, UK's associate vice
president for development. In 1991, 31,100 persons gave gifts to the
university.
"I think this huge increase in our donor base is the real highlight
of our fund-raising activities last year, and indicates a growing
interest and support of our alumni and friends," Mobley said.
The 1992 donors gave a total of $28,000,269. In 1991, gifts totaled
about $27.9 million.
The large increase in donors was due in part to the campaign to
raise money for UK's new library and book endowment fun~, Mobley
said. Many UK employees contributed to the campaign.
Gifts to UK are used for many purposes, including scholarships,
equipment, fellowships, building funds, bringing speakers to campus,
and endowed professorships. Most private donors earmark their gifts
for specific purposes.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 1993

Education secretary ba~ks
race-based scholarships
Associated Press

aid programs in anticipation of-the
WASHINGTON - Education department's final policy," Riley
Secretary Richard Riley says the said in a letter dated March 4. It
Clinton administration supports went to the presidents of 7,500
scholarships aimed at minority stu- colleges and universities that particdents as a means of "enhancing a ipate in federal student loan prodiverse educational environment" grams.
for all students.
"I believe race-based scholarIn letters to college and univer- ships can be a valuable tool for
sity presidents, Riley said he is providing equal opportunity and for ,
"committed to ending the confusion enhancing a diverse educational enwhich seems to have been generat- vironment for the benefit of all
ed on the issue of race-based schol- students," Riley wrote.
arships."
Formal department guidelines
"There is no need to make any will not be issued until the General
changes to your student financial Accounting Office completes a

study of the matter in June.
Controversy about financial aid
aimed at minorities erupted in 1990
when then-Assistant Education Secretary Michael Williams said such
assistance violated thr> 1964 Civil
Rights Act. Vv illiams ruled that
colleges receiving federal funds
could not reserve scholarships for
members of minority groups.
However, the Bush administration quickly backed away from a
total ban, deciding that race-based
scholarships would be. allowed if
funded with private money earmarked for that purpose.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SUNDAY, MARCH 14, 1993

EKU fraternity, sorority face suspension in haz-ing
By Ted Schultz
Herald-Leader staff writer

RICHMOND . ...:_ A fraternity
' ·and ·a sorority charged with hazing
at Eastern Kentucky University
have been recommended for suspension by their ;respective governing bodies.
The . Interfraternity Council
urged that_ Omega Psi Phi fraternity
be suspended for five years, and the
Panhellenic Council recommended
that Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
· be banned.for three years.
Skip Daugherty, dean of student
life, .has the fin.ii ruling on the
punishment

"I hope this sends a message

DeWane Haley. "There's no way

that Eastern Kentucky University they could have done this without
will not tolerate hazing,'' Interfrater- my knowledge."
nity Council _President Cole Allen ·
Daugherty said he expects to
said. "I don't think there's room for meet with Omega Psi Phi Regional
hazing on this campus or any other Director Ron Griffin to discuss the
campus.".
charges and the recommended punAlpha Kappa . Alpha pleaded . ishment He said he will probably
guilty to its charges, which includ- make a decision when Eastern
ed signing up a pledge class with- returns from spring break March
out registering with the university. 22.
Omega Psi Phi, citing a lack of
The charges were filed by four
evidence and discrepancies in the pledges who provided the Interfraaccusers' statements, pleaded not ternity Council with signed stateguilty.
ments and photographs of marks
. ''I stand firm in saying that that they say resulted from physical
there's •no hazing going on," said abuse. Three of the four are memformer Omega Psi Phi President bers of Eastern's football team.

Haley said the injuries .could
have resulted from weightlifting or
other activities. He cited one example in which the accuser's testimony
conflicted with a doctor's report
"They're just covering their
tracks,'' Haley said of the lnterfraternity Council. "There's fraternities
on this campus who are responsible
for killing people and all they got
was a slap on the wrist. I just feel
like we're being handled unjustly."
Two fraternity members and
one sorority member have died in
alcohol-related incidents at Eastern
in the last eight. years.
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Other key proposed
and students - to parchanges include:
ticipate. This has kind of
►Moving athletics out
set the. tone for real openof university advancene~s an? d/alogue at the
ment and· placing it
umvers1ty.'
under student life.
The changes Connell
► Placing admissions
and his council proposed
under academic affairs.
J_ I
and to which President
► Combining graduate
Ronald Eaglin has reand undergraduate adsponded after _months of
missions.
meetmgs and mput from
Connell said the new
various university constructure "allows acstituencies weren't earth
ademic departments to
By JIM ROBINSON
shattering.
function better.''
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
The most significant
Eaglin agreed with
proposal involves chang,
many of the council's
MOREHEAD - The
ing two of MSU's four
recommendations.
head of a Morehead State
colleges.
The
college
of
However, he did not go
University planning
arts and sciences would
along with a council reccouncil that has proposed
be renamed the college of
ommeµdation to coordian organizational rehumanities,
and
the
colnate graduate programs
structuring said Thurslege of applied science
through the deans and
day the way the proposal
and technology would be
departments instead of
was developed is more
called the college of scithe graduate committee.
significant than the proence and technology.
He also did not go
posed ch,mges themScience
departments
along
with a council rec. selves.
previously administered
ommendation to create a
Dan Connell, chairman
under the college of arts
school of university studof the university planand
sciences
would
be
ies that would oversee
ning council and the
moved to the college of
the retention of high-risk
Staff Congress, said he
applied science and techstudents and support-the
hopes the lengthy, ·inclunology.
the student transition to colsive process MSU underEaglin asked for the re1ege lifie.
.
went to come up with the
structuring
proposal
Eaglin said that· should be
proposed changes is a
shortly after he took oftaken care of by academic supsignal of the kind of deciflee last summer. He said
port services, a unit ·MSU alsion-making to come at
he wanted to improve acready has.
. •, ' .
the school.
ademic quality and make
The reorganization pro"The most important
MSU more efficient.
posals looked only at changes
thing was the process
"Reorganization
is
not
in function and were made rethat this was . done by,"
an end in itself," Eaglin
gardless of cost and possible
Connell said. "This was
wrote in a March 11
personnel changes.
:
an open process that enmemo
to
faculty
and
staff
Eaglin
has
set
an·
April
9
couraged all members of
accompanying his redeadline for additional written
the university comsponse to the planning
comments.
munity - faculty, staff
council's proposal. "MSU
Connell said he's optimistic
is a dynamic institution,
at least some of the recomand we will continually
mendations will be adopted.
modify and hopefully improve what we do.''

Process
sets tone.
.,:".or MSU
changes

THE COURIER-JOURNAL. TUESDAY. MARCH 23. 1993_

WELCOME SIGNAL ON COLLEGE AID
i,An,, edltorlal from

Monday's Nsw Yotfr

nmes:;

. Back in 1990, the Bush administration
ruled that colleges receiving federal funds
could not award ·scholarships based on
race. That· sef off a firestorm of criticism
and confusion. Now Education Secretary
Rrehard Riley suggests that he's prepared
to ease the ban. A final policy is still evolving, but the signal is encouraging.
.-For two.decades, colleges have set aside
SJ:>ecial scholarship money to attract qualifie'il minority students. These special funds
aitenormously fielpful to recruiters in at~ g such students. .
.
"Thus it · was distressmg when Michael
Williams,
...~. . then the Education Department's

assistant secretary for civil rights, blocked the department not t~ make the new policy
an attempt by organizers of the Fiesta Bowl final pending a study by the General ·Acin Arizona to set up. minority scholarships counting Office. That study- has yet to be
in December 1990. He insisted that federal completed; ·now another change in policy
law prohibited colleges,- most of ~hich_ re- seems _to be, emerging. .
. ·
ceive some form of .federal wd from · Earlier. this month, Riley sent a letter. to
awarding scholarships on the basis ~f race. .7,500 colleges and. universities that receive
His announcement c,iugllt _college ,ac!- .federal ~n~ telJ!ng !hem not to make
ministrators and even the White House by - changes m financtal aid programs before
surprise.
.
· the department issues its final policy..
Within weeks, the Education Department . ,Riley also stated clearly that he thinks
sought to clarify the new policy.-n allowed·. race-based"sc~o!arships can be a ~uable
universities receiving federal aid to admin- tool "for proVIdin~ equal oppoi:ttJmty an~
ister race-restricted scholarships financed · for enhancing a diverse educational enVIby foundations or private· groups. But it ronment."
.
. .
. ,
prohibited private colleges -from establishWhatever the Clinton administration s fl- .
ing such scholarships with their own funds. nal scholarship policy looks_ like,. tha!'s a
Several members of Congress persuaded welcome endorsement of ractal diversity..'

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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I applaud Robert Dun~s .March 11
letter regarding" scholarships_'for. athletes
who do not obtain. ·college . degrees. ·1
applaud ·his· concern that too many young ·
people
denied a i:oJlege.·.education
because of the financial burden it imposes.
But I question th!! conclusion· that only
those who will' earn a degree should. be
offered financial support As a'teacher, he
must know that we all have different gifts.·
.. Just as we are:not all gifted athletes,
we are also not all gifted scholars, and one_ /
is not exclusive of the other. Athletes on ·
scholarship are· often highly motivated to ·
improve their skills in the classroom as
well as on the playing field. In an era of '
increasing apathy among young people, ·
this is a phenomenon to be encouraged. ,
The primary. charge. of a university ;
should be to prepare its students for the
years that lie ahead, be. that teaching,
practicing law or medicine, ·coaching, being-a professional athlete, or selling sporting goods. The question is really whether
a coJlege education is a privilege to be
jealously guarded or an opportunity to be
offered to all who would seek it ·

are

. AJ. ALEXANDER

Lexington

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 •

606-783-2030
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eo11ege''ec1ucaiion:'

Is Ii i!
or an. 9pp_o~n•~
-·-:t:.-i.-J .. ·-

UPO BOX 1100 •

Ap
· 1a.,er:-~
uittin. . _:
--~_Cl ...,..... 9 ' ·1

~ool,_ ~rning pro

1

1s nothing to cheer
·i,::.,·• -I

1

•

I

__ J

r1n.:.Jl!:.Y~>--!-"" ---n:.i~•.:,

excuse

. You"ll have to
me, but I don't
share Jhe ..$.tio_n .•<;>f ,. the ...University of
Kentucky with Jamal Mashbum's announcement that' he's quitting school
'
: Why is it that:'uruveraitiei
so·'
niuch money oii·people who don't earn a
· degree? How much money' has been spent
on this kid. in tuition, ·transportation, '
coaching salaries,.
and board, books
and no telling how many other expenses?
How· many·. d...,;;.;;n;;
· · I
- . - ..., "degree-earrung
students could have benefited from this
money - people who could have gone
into education, the . sciences; fine arts '
social scien~ qi- a myriad of.other
people who . would have made a real
· differenoe. in society.
· · In my· 13 'years ·_m teaching, i've ~
too ffi!!11}'. top-notch ·students passed over
for significant .scholarships. Some had 1
graduated at the iop of their classes. Some '
students have 'had' to work for tuition
money· 'and didn't 'have time to play'

waste

room

areas; ·

games.

~

.: , •;},.~

, ., :,-''

._ .

.

Are universities ~-pla~ of education or '
entertainment? If pro sports teams want
an amateur lf!igue to choose their top
players from, let them sponsor and fund it
"'';!';·: ROBERT DUNCAN
Georgetown •ire• · ·
·
•

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Fired· teachers, Lees College settle
By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader staff writer

Two faculty members who were
fired by Lees College can return in
the fall after settling a lawsuit and
labor complaints they and other.
Lees teachers brought against the
college last year.
Lees - a private, two-year
college in Jackson - has agreed to
reinstate William C. Brown and M.
Kay Miller, two of five teachers
who were fired last May. The
college has also agreed to monetary
settlements with two of the other
faculty members.
Brown, Miller, James Wilde,
Robert Drake and Mary Smith were
all outspoken critics of Lees College
President William B. Bradshaw,

who resigned under pressure last
lliake, who· said he did not sign ation of University Professc
June.
· a gag order, confirmed this week Drake said he believed he was fiJ
The five faculty members filed that the settlement provided for for serving on a committee ci
complaints with the National Labor reinstatement of Brown a'nd Miller, tried to get keys to college facilit
for faculty members after Bt
Relations Board, saying their fir- V(ith back pay and WIJ!.lllges.
ings were in retaliation for attempts
Drake, who now_ teaches at Edi- shaw had locks on the cam1
·
to protect faculty rights. Brown, son Community College in Fort changed.
· Miller and Wilde also filed a law- Myers, Fla., said neither he nor
The college's academic freed
suit in Breathitt Circuit Court, alleg- Wilde was offered his job back. practices are still being scrutini
ing their contracts had been violat- They received . money as settle- · by the AAUP, a professional org
ed.
ments, but Drake declined to dis- ization for university profess<
Late last week, attorneys for the close the amounts.
· spokesman Bob Kreiser said yes
college said a settlement had been
Smith was not asking for rein- day.
·
reached and an order to dismiss the statement or back pay, Drake said.
lawsuit was being entered in circuit
Drake said the faculty members
·"We certainly will not close
court. The college, the teacherss settled out of court because it could files juSt because these cases h
who filed the suit and the attorneys have taken a year or more other- been settled," Kreiser said.
agreed not to discuss the settle- wise.
The association will decide
ment, said J. David Smith, a LexingAll of the faculty members had early June whether to take actior
ton attorney who represented I:ees. been active in the American Associ- the Lees case, he said.

UK .d0 rm ft
reopens a er
Ieak forces
evacua.t'1on
·

Herald-Leader staff report

Students who were evacuated
from a University of Kentucky residence hall Tuesday night returned
home yesterday, although the substance that caused their evacuation
has not been ideritified.
Keeneland Hall reopened at 7
a.m. after UK fire and safety officials checked for odors or other
signs of a possible vaporlike substance. The material caused 40 of
the dorm's 290 residents to complain of respiratory problems Tuesday night. Symptoms included nmny noses, watery eyes, coughing
and sneezing.

am

. I
an EKlJ student; and when l first i
"There was something· there, no
·arrived on campus· 1 stoPped in the i
minority affairs office to receive informaquestion about it," UK spokesman
tion for my wife, who is Hispanic-AmeriRalph Derickson said. "We believe
can. My wife wants to continue her ,
~rift:r~p ~: !inv~~_,Poor and
education while.I ~sh.my_oW1_1. 1·spo~e
to a representative 111 the mmonty affairs
The dorm was closed about
office about. my wife's goals and was ·
11:30 p.m. Tuesday, and students
appreciative that this campus had assis- ·
tance for her.
f:'~~ni~~~ UK residence
Everything was ·go~g fine until I
mentioned that my wife was oJ Hispanic
Two students were taken to
descent The representative, told me,_ "We
Lexington hospitals, and five others
do not provide services for minorities I
were examined by emergency medi- '
other than· African-Americans."
cal personnel, Derickson said.
· I was shocked. I could not believe that I
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADE8, .LEXINGTON, KY.,
this office could practice such flagrant
.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 1993
discrimination and hide behind the title of
1
''minority affairs." The office even referred i
my wife to the international affairs office. ,
Now, if referring an American citizen
to international affairs is not second-class
·
,
treatment, nothing is.· The representative
tried to justify this racism by telling me,
"There: just aren't enough 'Hispanic people
to represent."
.
._
A March 10 article in ·the Community
· Well, let me enlighten this office by
section, ''EKU official leads national diversaying that living in the dominant culture
sity group," highlights the career of the
without representation because you are
EKU minority affairs director.
few in numbers is the walking, talking
-A service of the Office of Media Relations- definition of a minority.
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Must On-e-·be' black
lify.. ·\
.in order to qua '
as a .'minority'?
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Herald-Leader staff report

Union College has received its
largest single gift ever, $1 million to
be used for scholarships and student loans.
The gift comes during ·a $10million fund-raising campaign by
Union, a small private Methodistaffiliated college in Barbourville.
Half of the new capital _:_ or-$5
million - would be used for student aid, with the rest for faculty
development
_
~ Tlie. $1-million gift announced
yesterday came from the estate of
the late Russell and Alice Hicks of
New Albany, Ind., who were affiliated with the United Methodist
Church and were _interested in higher education in Appalachia, said
Union spokesman Scott Cummings.
Union College has received gifts
from individuals that totaled more
than $1 million over a neriod of

property, which is just a stone's
throw from the UK campus.
The Urban County Planning
Commission approved the wning
change for Royal Apartments USA
Inc. to build the apartments. The
commission vote was 8-L
Lexin;:;'m attorney Jim Amato,
who represents Royal Apartments
said the apartments are aimed at
UK students who want to live
within walking distance to the campus.
Amato said the complex would
include 84 four-bedroom units and
12 three-bedroom units. The proposal also includes parking for 180
vehicles at the complex.
The wne-change request must
now be approved by the Urban
Council Council.
Amato said he expected construction to begin this summer.
By Thomas Tolliver
Betty Boyd, a representative
Herald-Leader staff writer
from the Pralltown Neighborhood
Association, opposed the wne
A developer wanting to build a
change. She said the complex would
96-unit apartment complex that
create more traffic on Prall Street,
would be geared toward University
where she lives. She said students
of Kentucky students cleared a big
use Prall to get to Limestone Street,
hurdle yesterday, despite opposioften
dropping their trash along the
tion from neighborhood residents.
way.
The developer was granted a
"Our neighborhood would sufwne change to build the three-story
fer
greatly,"
Boyd said.
complex at 217 Virginia Avenue. A
The city's planning office had
tobacco warehouse now sits on the
recommended approval, noting tliat
-A service of the Office of Media Relations- the 1988 Comprehensive Plan called·
for hi11:h-densitv apartments in that
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Lees appareritly violating rule
College may be ignoring financial
mandate
. '. ti~~eth~cc~~~i~!norls~~~::
· -.
:
.
·
tion of University Professors·,

Several school employees
who asked not to be identified
said this month ·that the college ·still uses a credit line exLOUISVILLE - •Lees Col- tended by First National Bank
!ege in Jackson apparently of Jackson.
continues to violate an ac. As of June 30, 1991, the most.
crediting agency's financial recent figures available to The
rule more than a year after it Associated Press, Lees College
took effect.
_
owed $420,000 to the bank on a
The Southern Association -of line of credit with 7 percent
Colleges and Schools last year interest. The bank also holds a
barred the chairmen of college mortgage at 7 percent interest
or university boards of trust- due June 29, 2005. Lees owed
ees from having financial in- $36,812 on that mortgage as of
terests in their schools. But June 30, 1991.
school employees ·report that
Smith did not return reLees is still doing business peated telephone messages for
with the First National Bank comment on the school's fi.
of Jackson, where board chair- nances or other recent develman J. Phil Smith is presi- opments there.
dent.
.
. ·· •.,•_.;-_,_,,.,
.. SACS, which accredits 780
Fallout also is continuing at schools in 11 Southeastern ·
the tiny two-year college from states, put Lees on "warning"
a controversy that led to the status late last year, said
resignation of President Wil- . Carol Luthman, associate ·exliam B. Bradshaw.
ecutive director of the agenLees recently paid $99,000 to cy's commission on colleges.
resolve a National Labor RelaLuthman said Lees is one of
tions Board complaint and a 10 SACS institutions on warncompanion lawsuit over the ing or probation.
firing of several instructors. A
The warning, an official,
national faculty organization's public sanction less serious
magazine distributed this
than probation, was based on
month accuses the school of questions of planning and flviolating due process, tenure nances, Luthman said. She deand governance policies.
clined to say whether the rule
By IVONNE ROVIRA
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

agamst chairmen havmg fl- -· and the Presbyterian governna~cial interests in_ their insti- . ing body for eastern Kentucky
tutions had played a.part .••. ,__ ,,.all launched or requested inLees President Charles T. vestigations into Lees during
Derrickson said he ~liev_ed the past two years.
the school was comp!ymg with
William McAtee executive
the SACS rule because Smith presbyter of the regional Trandonates more money to the sy!vania Presbytery, said this
school. than his bank makes , past week the Presbyterian infrom it. .
.
vestigation had resulted in no
He· said he has received no action since officials from a
complaints from SACS about four-state church synod held a
Lees' banking practices. "Ap- series of meetings with facparently, that's not a problem. ulty, administration and JackIt .was not brought up when son citizens last June.
they (SACS representatives)
Luthman said a SACS comcame back here" last fall, he mittee· would return next fall
said.
_
-, to check on Lees' progress:
SACS was among the orga- That committee will issue a·
. !}izations that. began lookm,g- report in December, and it can
mto Lees durmg Bradshaw s keep Lees on warning, place·
·fo~-year tenure.. The school, the school on probation, rewith an enrollment of about move all sanctions or drop the
430 students, was plagued by
school as an accredited insti"
extraordinarily high turnover tution, she said.
· and bitter '.1dminis~rationMeanwhile, the AAUP's pub;
faculty relations until Brad- lication, Academe, distributed·
shaw was replaced last Au- this month, took issue with
gust.
the faculty. f'irings last year;
In May 1992, Lees' board of Lee's due-process procedures.trustees fired five faculty an alleged lack of a faculty,
members - including two role in institutional gover•,
who had tenure. The two ten- nance, the college's lack of,
ured professors will return tenure procedures and the=
next fall, after settling their many allegations of violations
NLRB complaints earlier this of academic freedom and overt
month.
intimidation under Bradshaw.!
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SAT Changes
, ,. d ,
from aptlfU 9
tO aSS9SSment
,

1

The Washington Post

The most famous school test in
America got a new name yesterday.
The Scholastic Aptitude Test,
the exam 1.5 million high school
students wrestle with for three
hours each year, dropped "Aptitude" after 67 years because of
concern that it implied measuring
innate. intelligence.

"We hope this action sends a
strong message ... that it is wrong
to think of the SAT as a measure of
IQ," said College Board Presid~nt ·
.Donald M. Stewart, announcmg
that the new name is Scholastic
Assessment Tests.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, MONDAY, MARCH 29, 199

The change is an effort "to
correct the impression among some.
people that the SAT measures
something that is innate and impervious to change regardless of effort
or instruction," he said.
The tests are used to predict
how a student will fare in college
and have barred many low-scoring
students from exclusive universities.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, MARCH 27, '1993

Western studenf sues university
, BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -A student is suing Western Kentucky
,University, alleging that it is in violation of the federal Americans
with Disabilities Act.
• The class-action lawsuit was filed in U.S. District Court in Bowlmg Green by Carl E. Carter_ of Rockfield. He alleges that Western
does not provide enough parking for the handicapped and that
£. A. Diddle Arena is not accessible to the handicapped.
. The lawsuit asks that the university provide restitution to all
)landicapped students who paid parking tickets in the past five
years, and that parking tickets issued to the disabled be dis·
missed.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

••• Kentucky ,lags badly
I have a bachelor of science degree in
agriculture from the University of Kentucky,
and I am proud of it. But UK, unlike other
Southern land grant schools, has.done little·
to promote diversification in agriculture.
The University of Florida, North Carolina
State, Clemson, Georgia, Mississippi State
and Arkansas have all promoted other farming enterprises that have reduced their
growers' dependency on one cash crop.
North Carolina State is the best example of
what a university can do. The state of North
Carolina grows blueberries commercially, as
well as cucumbers, tomatoes; potatoes, pea•
nuts, strawberries, apples and several other
fruits and vegetables. In addition, North Carolina is one of the 10 largest producing states of
hogs, broilers, turkeys and eggs.
The risk of smoking has been documented
for over 25 years, but nothing serious has
been done to encourage Kentucky tobacco
farmers to convert to other cash crops.
It has been sugges,ted by President Clin; ton and a Kentucky health care panel· that
'. cigarette taxes need to be increased ·at least
tenfold to defray the cost of health care. I
agree. Ten· percent of the U. S. population
accounts for 70 percent of the cost of medi-.
cal care, and many of those in this group
are cigarette smokers. ·
NOEL 0, McDONALD
Louisville' 40206
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'.mbuted evenly. :T)ie administration '
" University of CinCllll!ati profes- ,.wants thii'· majority of'.thi( raise to :
sors p)it down their ·text)looks and·• be .based· 'on . ~iformarice, ·:•Sato ,
raised picket signs yesterday after \'said ; ,r_..;,,;,Wia'X'~ «~-~~:!':''".•~
contra~ negotiations_ broke ~~~wn ·• '1:f:_!__University)f.
spokes-'
f~llowm~ 14 mo_nths of bargammg. inan Greg ~agd,•_i;aid.Jhat he be-'.
-:, The cfi;i~utes ~ntered on th7w~y.. -lieved .only ,)illlliicial, 15sues were ,
the a~tion ":'ants to distrif:r.,\:,ifisC!lc5sed at the. negotiating session
ute nus~s ~dhow !t :,v~ts
.. to ~ov- !!tat. brok!l-,Off,SunJ!a.y ,and led tol
em uruvers1ty - ~ ! smd Eliza- Y;ester!l,~y'~'strike. :.,-iii,~:·< ,; :
beth ~ato, ex~e cftrecto~ of t!'e . The strike left 35 ,_ percent of.
Amencan AssOC!ation of U!9Ye~1ty .classes without a teacher yesterday.
Professors chapter there, which 'morning .. on 'the" first .:-day "of the
reprebsents abo~t .. J,~~0011(,a~t spring q~arter, Hand said,,,ci;;. ,-,1- j
~em ~rs.
. · •· · d. ' ~ ·' ; • · • . "There was no one in iliy class:
. }'he ISS!1~ that. led !O the Uru".er- · This is· ridiculous. t .could have·
Slty of Cm~ti .~e are bemg stayed home/' said Jacquelyn Free-'. .
debated natio~ on. college cam-. man of Cincinnati; a senior. .. , • j
P!!Ses as stat~ cut ~ell'_ budgets_ !o.~.. e The administration did not assign··.
higher education. . -~ ............... _., ·
· -.,
Sato said prioritie; ~ one ;;;;m:' graduate· ~dents ~o.,take over,
plaint, with many faculty membe~ · cl1!5ses for abse!1t pr,ofessors .but ,
concerned about a.decision by the. Sllld, ~duate ..mdes. ;!V;ould teach,
school's board to advance $15 mil- classes. if t!'ey ha~ been there,_~e:,,
lion from the scllool's general fund,. f!J? as_ assistaJJ.ts. :· i',if ... :... :';,;
on a short-term )lasis, to start ren-'. ·!,_ I think ~ey should_ ~1~ down ~d ,.
ovation of a football stadium during take care of it, 't!ecause 1t s _lo~~ .
a period ofbudget·cuts. ~~ ... ,.,~:.,.·the morale of the_~den1:5, .,~d:
, The administration and the faciJI~ . Todd Greene ,of ~!llcmnati;_ a Jun- 1
ty also have differed· on contract _i(!r, ...... ""''"
r•,r•;;..·";; • --:•·
language that says ·past practices ·,;•~~ 35,0~~-student state uruver- ,
.and policies at the school can't be s1_ty IS ~hio s seco!1d•l~est, ~ •
changed without agreement be- ~d: Ohi<?, State :Um.y~rs1ty, and_ IS
tween. the administration· and the Cincinnati s largest .employer, with
bargaining unit;' Sato said ... :·;:""'. a"work force of 19;ooo. Students',
_.Because· of mistrust between the and members of. other _campus lafaculty •and · administration, :the bor unions crossed the picket lines. '
AAUP' _wants' that language re- . ; _No bargaining sessions were '
tained, Sato said. · ·. ·· :.' · ·· .·• : , ' · · scheduled. Ron Auteri, a State Em- ·
The· administration 'and facuity P.foyment Relations Board mediaalso disagree on the 'handling of" tor, was trying to schedule talks for
raises, Sato said The faculty wants today, spokesmen for both sides ·
the promised 5 percent raise in the said.
•' ·
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A run. around the . clock-

Msu prof plans marathon fo,r -charity
By JIM ROBINSON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A year ago
Herb Hedgecock ran 80 miles
around Rowan County to
raise money for charity.
The assistant chemistry
professor at Morehead State
. University is at it again. Or
he will be at 9 a.m. on April
22, when he plans to start
running - and keep it up for
24 hours.
Again Hedgecock's· ·beneti-. I
ciary will be Christian Sociai.
Services, a nondenomina•
tional, nonprofit organization
in Morehead that helps low•
income families with everything from clothes to electric
bills.
If last year's run left folks
shaking their heads, this
year's has them considering
whether Hedgecock has lost
his mind.
"I can't even stay awake 24
"hours, let alone run 24,
hours," said Mary Westcot,
director of Christian Social
Services.
"He's a chemistry profes•
sor, and that makes him
odd," said ·Tom Carew, one of
Hedgecock's running part•
_ ners. "This puts him over the
edge."

Hedgecock finds it difficult
to dispute that assessment.
"My running friends all
think I'm nuts, which may
be true," he said Friday.·
Last year's run raised
$3,100 for the agency. Hedge•
cock said he hopes to gener·
ate twice that amount this
year.

Hedgecock said he decided
to do the charity run after
Carew, the director of Fron·
tier Housing Inc., and an•
other running partner,
Rowan Circuit Judge Wil•
liam Mains, told him about
Christian Social Services.
Mains and Carew both sit on
the Christian Social Services I
board.
Westcot said the majority of
the agency's work is in coun•
seling and educating low•
income families on managing
with limited resources.
Last year, the agency
worked with 897 families.
While the money Hedgecock
raises is nice, Westcot said the
real benefit from his runs is
heightened community aware·
ness about what Christian So•
cial Services does.
"So many times people
think we are just a used cloth•
ing store," Westcot said.
Hedgecock got the idea for a
charity run from an Owingsville man who does one at
Christmas time.
"I wanted to do something
to help the community,"
Hedgecock said.
A veteran of 11 marathons.
and a couple of 50-mile races,
Hedgecock said last year's run
was his longest to date.
It took him about 13½ hours
to cover the distance. He estimated he will run 100 miles
during this year's run.
"I will run slower and take
a few breaks and such,"
Hedgecock said. "I won't run
as hard as last year. It's going
to be a challenge."

Carew said Hedgecock's 24·
hour run is "beyond my con·
ceptual abilities."
"He just has this "God:given
talent to push his body to the
outer limits," Carew said.
.
· Unlike last year, Hedg(lcock I
won't be running on roads. In•
stead he'll be on. the quarter·
mile oval track at Jayne Sta• •
dium on MSU's campus.
Hedgecock, who completed a
marathon in Nashville last
weekend, said he's been run·
ning about 50 miles a week in
preparation for the event. He
said he plans to make· a few
five• to seven-hour runs on
weekends' to build up· for the
run:
"It's something that most
people ·won't do," said Hedgecock, 45,- who has run the Bos·
ton Marathon twice. "But I
think I can do it. I'm not pes•
simistic about that. I think I
know enough about my body
and running to take care of
myself."
The run has attracted the at·
· tention of another MSU fac·
ulty member, Don Lanham.
Lanham, an assistant com·
munications professor and
also a Christian Social Ser·
vices board member, said his
10-member sports yvriting
class will serve as Hedge•
cock's public relations firm
and generate pre· and post•
race stories for local media
outlets.
The class has already come
up with a catchy theme for the
event: The Run Around the
Clock.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Faculty members
voice concerns
about WKU chief
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AsSociated Press

BOWLING GREEN .:__
Western Kentucky University
faculty members expressed
overall confidence in school
President Thomas Meredith,
but raised concerns about his
handling of some duties, an
evaluation showed.
··
The faculty members who
responded to the evaluation
expressed doubts about Meredith's handling of financial
and other administrative duties, according to the Daily
News of Bowling Green, which
obtained a copy of the evalua,·
tion.
.
. ,"
· When asked whether faculty members had sufficient confidence· in Meredith's leadership for him to continue as
president, 55 percent said
"yes" and 40.4 percent said
. ''no," with 4.6 percent having
no response, the newspaper
reported.
The Faculty Senate pre-

pared a 36-item form for evaluating
Meredith. It was returned· by. 68
percent of the university's 636 faculty members, including off-campus
faculty members and administrators with faculty rank.
When faculty members were
asked whether Meredith's performance made them glad he was president, 41.3 percent disagreed or
strongly disagreed, 38.6 percent
agreed or strongly agreed, 15 percent were neutral and 4.6 percent
had no response,
"I'll seriously consider what's
been said," Meredith said. "Given
the public turmoil of the last two

years, I'm pleased with the vote of
confidence and I'll work to earn an
even greater level of confidence."
Faculty members gave Meredith
high marks for his public image
and ·ability to appear poised under
pressure.
Meredith did not score as high
on fiscal and administrative questions. Only 29.8 percent agreed or
strongly agreed that he financially
supports adequate faculty staffing;
51.9 percent disagreed or strongly
disagreed.
Only 27.5 percent agreed or
strongly agreed that Meredith selects competent administrative subordinates; 43.8 percent disagreed or
strongly. disagreed.
Meredith's administration of
university finances was strongly
questioned. Only 192 percent
agreed or strongly agreed that he
prudently administers that money;
54.2 percent disagreed or strongly
disagreed.

